From:

Group Captain D James ADC MA MEng RAF
Station Commander

Royal Air Force Brize Norton
CARTERTON
Oxfordshire
OX18 3LX
Tel: 01993 897461
Date: 11 May 2020
Dear Ms Ford,
RAF Brize Norton Local Community Working Group Update

Due to the restrictions in place to protect the population from Coronavirus, the RAF Brize
Norton Local Community Working Group (LCWG) will be unable to meet in May. I thought
it would be helpful to write to you all with an update on our operations, particularly given a
recent spike in noise complaints from members of the community.
These are unprecedented times and the fact that the volume of activity at RAF Brize
Norton has not reduced may have come as a surprise to some within the local community.
However, the Station continues to support personnel deployed on global operations and
our high readiness assets remain ready to protect our nation, by securing our skies and
seas from adversaries who continue to threaten and exploit us and our overseas
dependent territories at this vulnerable time. As such, I must continue to ensure that
personnel are fully trained in the wide range of essential skills they require to safely deliver
our operational output, support to other Government departments overseas, or in aid of the
civil authorities here in the UK.
Following a quiet December, 2020 commenced with a similar volume of air movements to
2019. Early January historically experiences a slight surge in local training sorties, with
aircrew extending currency in competencies which have not been practiced during the
festive break. The year also began with numerous aircraft movements transporting
personnel and freight to a variety of international destinations in support of the Defence
Exercise Programme. Operationally, we continued routine passenger and freight resupply
flights to numerous operational theatres around the globe. Furthermore, a C130J Hercules
deployed to Chile, from where we conducted resupply missions to the British Antarctic
Survey, delivering over 67 tonnes of freight by air dispatch in challenging environmental
conditions.
In February, the Station began to support civilian charter aircraft repatriating British
Nationals from high risk Coronavirus areas; in March, this activity transferred to MoD
Boscombe Down in Wiltshire. Station based aircraft have also been extensively utilised to
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repatriate Service Personnel, their dependents and staff from other Government
departments, back to the UK. Such flights have taken our aircraft to over 20 different
countries.
Meanwhile, the Station has continued to hold 5 aircraft at high readiness in support of
specialist tasks and in support of the Air Policing of UK Airspace. Since March we have
held a C17, A400M and C130J at readiness to support the UK Government Coronavirus
response; the A400M has been scrambled on 5 occasions to transfer critically ill patients
from our remote island communities to the mainland. Our aircraft have also delivered
equipment to the UK to support the fight against Coronavirus and have delivered a Liquid
Oxygen plant for use in the King Edward VII Memorial Hospital in the Falkland Islands.
As the pandemic spread across the world, our operations have had to adapt to new
challenges. Many civilian airports have reduced their operating hours or Air Traffic
Services, our routes have changed, and our personnel have been subject to a number of
new isolation and border control measures. In order to adhere with the restrictions being
enforced by the international community, we have had to introduce changes to our working
practices, training requirements and the management of professional competencies to
ensure that personnel remain suitably prepared and safe.
Throughout late March and April, the number of flights transporting passengers and / or
freight has drawn down as support to the international Defence Exercise Programme has
reduced; exercises have either been cancelled or scaled down. The table below provides
an insight into the number of Air Transport movements passengers and freight tonnage
enabled by RAF Brize Norton in the 4 months to 30 April, with a column indicating
corresponding data for the same period in 2019.
Passengers
Air Transport flights
Local or training flights
Mail (Tonnes)
Baggage (Tonnes)
Freight (Tonnes)

1 Jan - 30 Apr 2019
30,456
497
358
86
1,118
6,660

1 Jan - 30 Apr 2020
41,704
685
374
170
1,195
2,797

The statistics highlight some considerable changes compared to the same period in 2019.
The increase in passenger numbers reflects that our aircraft have repatriated a significant
number of personnel back to the UK. In comparison, the amount of freight being sent from
the UK to operational theatres, or to support overseas exercises, has fallen. Elements of
training which would have been completed on overseas exercises and competencies
which would have been sustained while completing routine Air Transport tasks, are now
being maintained in the UK through bespoke training flights.
For example, there is a continuing requirement for UK Armed Forces to operate
successfully in the low-level environment. To ensure our aircrew are capable of safely
meeting all potential operational tasks, low flying, including low level airfield approaches,
must be conducted in the UK before deployment to operational theatres. Low flying is a
perishable skill that can only be perfected through rigorous training and continuous
practice in a realistic environment. If these skills were allowed to lapse through a lack of
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training, the combat effectiveness of our Forces would be considerably reduced and the
scope for losses increases noticeably.
As previously mentioned, due to Coronavirus necessitating an increase in UK training
sorties, there has been a rise in the number of noise complaints received by the Station.
While, many of these training flights depart from the local area and conduct the bulk of
their activity elsewhere in the UK, a good number will also conduct an element of their
training at RAF Brize Norton. Nevertheless, I'm also conscious that many people within the
community may have changed their daily routine and as such, they have noticed our
activity, whereas previously they may have been at work elsewhere. Furthermore, in
recent weeks we have experienced metrological conditions in which an easterly wind has
favoured use of Runway 07. This has resulted in a notable increase in activity to the north
of the airfield; our predominant Runway 25 will normally drive much of the traffic to the
south. RAF Fairford has also been active during the period and this too drives our own
traffic to the north, around Witney and Burford.
The issue of noise has continued to receive my attention throughout my time in post and I
recognise that this remains an important and sensitive issue for many of you. As such, my
team have conducted a review of this matter. Since March, we have exploited emerging
capacity at UK civilian airports to export our training to other locations. Conducting
approaches at unfamiliar airfields is important as it provides variety in training. Our activity
is also delivering benefits to the civilian sector too, providing training opportunities to allow
Key Workers such as Air Traffic Controllers to maintain their competencies too.
I recognise that we're also conducting regular night flying. Realistic training at night is
essential to ensure aircrew are proficient in the necessary skills to exploit our technological
advantage. We realise that night flying may be disturbing and for this reason it is required
to be completed as early as possible. While careful consideration goes into the timing of
night flying, it must be noted that night only begins half an hour after dark falls. As we
move towards the lighter nights, the window of opportunity to conduct night flying reduces
and the activity commences and finishes later into the night. This too, makes such flying
more noticeable.
As a result of the increase in local training during April, my team have reviewed the
management of training activities flown on our airfield and within our airspace, including
the introduction of a new booking system and a cap on the number of aircraft concurrently
conducting training. Our local training programme continues to be advertised on the RAF
Brize Norton website and the Station Media Communications Team are using social media
to extensively inform the UK population of where and when we will be flying.
In an effort to minimise any disturbance to the local community and to ensure that all of our
activity is operationally essential, my Officer Commanding Operations Wing, scrutinises
and approves on a daily basis, all night flying requests from the 7 Squadrons based on the
Station. This scrutiny confirms that the number and type of approaches being flown is the
minimum necessary to remain compliant with regulation and to meet formal training
objectives.
Whilst I cannot remove the noise impact of RAF Brize Norton from the local community, I
can ensure that we continue to do everything possible to reduce the impact upon our
neighbours. Having met many of you previously, I know that you understand that
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